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5th stage. Return to naturdil state. Nervation of vessels. Reduction
of vaseularity. Temperature 9V Fahr. Natural sensibility.

The ecrebrum of a living animal may be frozen, In this state the
consciousness of the animal is lost, but the funetions of organie life
remain the same. The animal thus placed is in a state of hybernation
from which it may recover; on recovery the brain does not seem to have
lost power. The phenomena are simply those of awaking from pro-
found sleep.

Hlaving frozen the brain and nerve-substance of pigeons and cold
blooded animals, Dr. Richardson attributes the phenomena of disturbed
natural funetion to the transference of the water from a fluid to a solid
state. le says: " In freezing nerve matter we take from the water its
"heat of luidity, or the force which, holding its molecules apart and

Sgiving thei motion, supplied the condition for that mobile and active
state, which is the fiuid state of water. We reduce it by this means

"froin activity towards inertia: therewith we deprive the structure of its
' power to maintain what is called life."

He further adds that, " lu speaking of the erystallization of nerve-
matter by cold, I bave ventured to insist firstly and chiefly on the soli-
dification of the water: but in nerve-substance there is also a consider-
able percent. of fatty matter, which, when heated, is fluid like water,

" and which also like water loses its heat of fluidity, crystallizes, ard
" becomes solid by cold. When, then, we frecze the brain, we solidify the
" fat also, and what is more we solidify it at a temperature at least 30
« degrees higher than the freezing point of water ; and as that fat solidify-

ing first, becomes a bad conductor, so it impedes and limits the freezing
'of tlie vhole mass of nerve-substance. In hybernating animals I sbould

" think the fatty matter of the brain and cord is intensely solidified by
"the eold."

1lis experiments have proved " that if the freezing extends to the
niedulla oblongata, death results froni arrest-tf the respiratory power."
.Also that in proportion to the rapidity of the freezing, so the reaction

diminishes.
Let us now proceed to the practical part of this subject. It is seldon

that the surgeon secs a case of Frost-bite before the frost has been
remnoved from the part, and so much depends upon the mianner ia which
it has been extracted, that the mischief is generally done before he is
called.

I need not tell you that the affected part should be restored to its
natural condition, in the rost gradual, cautions, and gentle manner, not
violently, lest over-action be produced in a part already greatly wCakened.


